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This was more than just another school
More than just an equipping tool
But God’s intention, from the start
Was that we should know the Father’s heart
Thamo had us blown away
By all the things he had to say
He got into some heavy stuff
And it was going to get rough
Jesus reveals Himself from the Word
Faith only comes by what is heard
He always seeks to do three things
Open scriptures, eyes, and understandings
The church must turn from old wives fables
And set their hearts on building tables
For fellowship and breaking bread
Which is the grace from Christ the Head
We have to be a man, not a mouse
Because we have to build God’s house
Four things have got to be inside
If we want His presence to abide
The altar of incense has to be there
The table where we sit and share
The bread of grace that has to be broken
The candlestick of the word that is spoken
Prayer must be done on the highest level
Where the least of our problems will be the devil
These times when our lives become the psalms
When we learn the need of our Daddy’s arms
Our end-time mandate is reconstitution
This is the only real solution
For a world that’s in chaos and always moaning
A creation that’s fallen and constantly groaning
People brought back to the heavenly way
That’s what the apostolic was sent to say
Nothing is new, we just have to reform it
With lifestyles and actions designed to perform it
As the manifestations of sons increase
The time will come when mysteries cease
It’s the time of “until” that Paul did teach

When “those from among you” repair the breach
God sent us prophets, wise men and scribes
To show us the nation is made up of tribes
Grace is shown in these twelve dimensions
Father’s over households – it’s God’s inventions
The church should have been a holy nation
But raised a fatherless generation
This is a cause for great lamentation
The absence of exact representation
And yet it was the Father’s decision
That we deputize with military precision
For creation to fulfill this need
Everything was put in the form of seed
That is why God has always meant
For the preacher to be someone that’s sent
If you just took your microphone and went
You’ll never be able to represent
When Adam and Eve sought equality
It started all idolatry
That is when man started missing the mark
And on their own journey did embark
We have to bring back the old, old story
That Christ in us is the hope of glory
The Bible says it again and again
It started with Seth and with Abel and Cain
We knew about a father as mentor
But we learnt about a progenitor
A truth that has been greatly discarded
A son can also be remotely fathered
This can be done by prophetic word
And if the church has still not heard
A son can be sent, or even a writing
This makes the whole thing very exciting
This, in the Spirit, you have to see
Obedience is an important key
So if you want to follow your soul
The father will use his remote control
The only way to finish this race
Will be to utter shouts of grace
We have to proclaim it loud and clear

So that the capstone will surely hear
A spiritual father is what you need
For you, God’s holy calling to heed
This is something you better believe
Through him God’s grace you can receive
To be born again is not enough
You have to also be born from above
A son is not born but rather given
Adoption is how he should be begotten
While Abel decided to give his first
Cain thought he could quench his own thirst
In stead of a steward he was the owner
And ended up as a wandering loner
Cain determines what God will get
That is why giving makes him sweat
But Abel was nothing and that made him meek
And that’s why he never has ceased to speak
The sons of God and the daughters of man
Mixing the seed – that’s where it began
We have to do like Nehemiah
Getting rid of Sanballat and Tobiah
Just like David had trouble with Joab
We’ll always have hassles with Ammon and Moab
False sons, allowed to be in the kingdom
Sons of man, just looking for stardom
So the “sperma” of God is for seed and for sowing
But first there’s a place where you ought to be going
Up to Moriah to offer the lamb
If you’re part of the promise of Abraham
Take hold and be part of the prophecies
If you want the gates of your enemies
The product of having the “from above” birth
Is that we will come to possessing the earth
Ben spoke of “ab” and it’s definitions
This word will end all superstitions
And bring to the church this needed correction
That a son needs a father, a daddy-connection
A father has to uphold and confirm
Everything that comes forth from him

And after all has been said and done
The problem of sin is a fatherhood one
A man must leave and a man must cleave
But Adam has always been blaming Eve
We have to get back our sanity
And the dads must provide identity
Eddie showed us how Paul suffered loss
So that he might walk in the power of the cross
He left everything that could have been gain
For trying to keep them would just be in vain
Because of these things he had a passion
A son in Christ’s likeness he had to fashion
He had received a great revelation
And sought to give it to the next generation
We also heard from the ancient of days
He seemed to be there when God set His ways
Kobus from Cape Town is the man
Who spoke about completing God’s plan
How will we know that the sons arose
How can we bring this age to a close
So while we’re excited, we have to regret
To say “it is finished, but it’s not finished yet”
Now God is not going to do it all
We also have to come to the ball
We have to abort our waiting mode
And start to engage and carry the load
We must get away from the mind of the west
That having the knowledge passes the test
Only the theory and you’ve already blown it
You can’t be a pilot if you haven’t flown it
You’ll be like the man on the highway of life
Who got a call from his worried wife
He thought he was passing the highway inspection
All others were going in the wrong direction
Another part of God’s reformations
Is that he is going to reap the nations
The church is the work force for the task
That’s why we can’t be wearing a mask
These were the words of Alexander

The man who has helped with Zimbabwe's wonder
He taught us a very important thing
That we play a role in the heart of the king
Eric opened the Sunday morning
And gave us a very relevant warning
God’s seven spirits we have to know
‘Cause discernment is needed for us to grow
He also spoke from Malachi four
A place to be visited many times more
Though the earth is suffering from the curse
There’s much more hope laid up in this verse
Seven mountains that have to be taken
These are all kingdoms soon to be shaken
If we do not produce an apostolic destroyer
The tailor will always control our foyer
A father not only provides protection
But also comes to give direction
He does not only help with the vision
But also sees that there is provision
Everyone who had a “father wound”
Whose lives by fathers have been ruined
Were brought to a point where they started dealing
With the pain and the hurt, and received their healing
He showed us how Jesus taught His sons
Not as disciples, but as chosen ones
How, into their destiny He did speak
Making giants out of men who were weak
Reggie John set the Friday in motion
When he started the day with a solid devotion
He showed us clearly from the word
That the substance of faith is Jesus our Lord
Frans showed how strong a mindset can be
And how you must fight if you want to break free
That’s why the kingdom has only one cure
You have to repent, and that is for sure
Isn’t it funny and even strange
That when we get challenged our minds to change
We seem so unable to make the transition
And we fall back to a default position

So mindsets not dealt with, over time
Tend to become your paradigm
That’s why the guard who was watching the car
Chose to receive – it’s more blessed by far
Your rebirth won’t sort out your mindsets for you
Only a reformation will do
The reason why people become so blinded
Is really because they are narrow minded
So this might be your missing link
You have to challenge the way you think
Otherwise you will tend to repeat
Your habit of taking the passenger seat
We really need a brand new start
For a man is only as he thinks in his heart
So if you have the Father’s love
Then set your mind on things above
Frans really did rely on his grace
When he told us that heaven is a waiting place
We’ve come to realize that it’s only the blind
Who do not want to be left behind
This time he forgot about the natural Jew
But said God will surely make all things new
Only one street and no chance of expansion
That pays an end to the heavenly mansion
Sagie spoke of dominion
It’s never a case of opinion
Diversity can bring it about
So never give up when you’re down and out
But first you must see that you have the ark
If you don’t have His presence you’ll stay in the dark
And even Nehushtan will cross over with you
While many were killed and could not come through
Salvation must be understood
We must take the gold but also the wood
The church suffers from religious insanity
‘Cause they did not care about their humanity
Leadership has four faces to show
And each one of these you will have to know
The eagle, the man, the ox and the lion
All four are needed to demonstrate Zion

We also saw how adversity
Could point you to your destiny
It’s ultimate goal is for you to rejoice
So you have to embrace it – you don’t have a choice
Who will forget the Jonah story
And how all is meant to work for His glory
Thanksgiving proved to be the prophet’s key
When he brought it his taxi got sick, you see
In any house there are sons and slaves
And each one is known by the way he behaves
While most people come to church for receiving
Some only come with the vision of leaving
If you want to see the covenant truth
Look at what happened with Naomi and Ruth
It’s always the son that has to pursue
This is the part that the father can’t do
Commitments start to sound so hollow
When instructions come that the son must follow
This must be the most difficult part
And it’s always there to expose your heart
Randolph started on Saturday
On sonship he had a lot to say
Once again we were learning from Ruth
This woman had more than just a golden tooth
There comes a time when we just have to “move it”
Without the need to first see and prove it
The Madagascar movie us taught
That this thing really has got to be caught
Sagie then spoke about the fraternal
This mixture can never be paternal
It’s basic meaning is simply brothers
A lot of men from different mothers
They do not want apostolic teaching
But are satisfied with rotational preaching
They want co-equal authority
And heed the voice of the majority
Then you also have the network
Called as a net but it does not work
Then you have the denominations

Groups of churches on different stations
It’s just the same as Babylon
Before you know you will be gone
Your name and your diet will be changed
And soon from grace you’ll be estranged
And so we’ve made it to the end
With only a braai that we have to attend
I prophecy some heavy eating
And for River of Life a soccer beating
So once again we have to say thanks
To Thamo, Mirolyn, and all the ranks
May you come into your promise to rule
May you be blessed for providing the school

